Abstract. With the acceleration of building Shanghai as an international financial center, a large number of small and medium-sized enterprises and foreign firms are stepping up to seize the market. Business and tourism floating population keep increasing. Data of the 6th Population Census showed that Shanghai's resident population has reached 23019148, and population coming from other provinces but now living in Shanghai for more than half a year has reached 8977000, which accounting for the city's resident population of 39%.
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Serviced apartment concept originated from Europe, which was developed for tourists' temporary rest in tourism area. Even if it was for a short break, it provided unified visiting service like hotel, and also worked as personal temporary homes. All of these formed the embryo of serviced apartment. Not long after, such property became more and more and its service got more and more considerate and popular.
The serviced apartment of China first appeared in Shenzhen in 1980s, and arose in Shanghai and other big cities since it fit with the situation of rapid increase of floating population ratio and fast development speed in urban areas. This article carries on SWOT analysis for Shanghai serviced apartment and so as to provide certain reference for consumers.
Strength analysis for Shanghai serviced apartment
Advantageous Geographical Location and Convenient Transportation. Serviced apartments are mainly located in districts with rich business atmosphere. Table 1 list the location of serviced apartment in Shanghai and most of which are in three commercial centers.
Full house structures and suitable for all kinds of householder. Serviced apartments are mainly small spaced, with about 50 square meters per unit, and can be commonly found as one-bedroom and two-bedroom. Table 2 , we can see that the service index got the lowest score and the average was only 3.9.
Both hardware and software facilities need to be improved.
From the results of five factors for 11 serviced apartment evaluated by Qunar.com in Table 2 , facility index was the second-lowest, with average score as 4.0, which was below the grand average 4.1. Hence it requires more improvements. 
Opportunity Analysis for Shanghai Serviced Apartment

Rise of commercial tourists
Rise of major international conferences and foreign investment
As the financial and trade center of China, frequent international business activities has attracted more and more overseas agency to settle down in shanghai. In view of an effective cost control, these companies tend to rent the serviced apartments because of the downtown location and good transportation with a price of only one third to the common hotels. Large amount of foreign managers and professionals pours into shanghai at the same time and they also like renting a place that can provide short-term residence with full range of facilities. Table 3 
Threat Analysis for Shanghai Serviced Apartment
The rising price of serviced apartment is the major threat. Table 4 shows that the data fluctuated, but in general, rise was more than that of drop. Average change rate between 2003 and sep. 2012 shows 3 type of rent variation: 1. overall rent presented a slide and the range is significant, for example Somerset Grand; 2. the price rose and fell all the time, but uptrend was greater than downtrend; 3. the overall rise of price and the range was great, such as Shanghai Center. General speaking, overall price level appears a rising trend. 
Conclusions
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With the development of China's economy, Shanghai 12th five year plan points out that, Shanghai is accelerating its speed in building Four Center. Serviced apartment will face unprecedented opportunities of development. As its service quality getting enhanced, friends coming to Shanghai from all over the world can choose serviced apartment as their business, tourism, and relaxation place.
